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INTRODUCTION:

Results from Libtor tokamak for parameters B
O
»2.6T, I •

ЗОкА, n
e
«(0.5-2).10

13
cm"

3
, R-53cm. ^j-11.5cm, fixed llmiter

radius « 10cm are presented. She main purpose of this work is

to investigate screening properties of the limiter scrape-off

layer (LSL), define the optimum width of this layer and inves-

tigate how energy and particle fluxes transfer from plasma to

surrounding material surfaces* For this, two moving rail ii-iy-

bdenum limitere (large as a working llmiter and small as a

probe), equipped with shunts and thermocouples were placed on

the bottom side of tolcamak at 90° apart along the torus.

EXPERBIBHTAL RESULTS:

1. In works [i,2] it had been shown that quantity of intpuxi-

ti.es and discharge characteristics do change with different

limiter radii (LSL width). The most important change in para-

meters takes place [2] in a limiter radii region narrow enough

to distinguish optimum limiter radius. Results of LSL screening

properties versus its width on Libtor tokamak are shown in Fig.1,

Here д r-LSL width, P
rad
-signal amplitude from collimated piro-

electric detector, 1
Ц о 1

 and I^jj-spectral lines intensities

near the limiter, Ip
e
j and iQjj-line intensities far from the

limit or, I
w l
 and I ^-working and probe liaiter short-circuit

currents to the chamber wall (probe limiter at wall radius).

Toroidal magnetic field direction corresponded to the ion drift

to the limiter (B ). ./ben LSL width increases up to 3cm, no

big change in parameters хя вееп
9
 except an incrsase in impuri-

ty fluxes froa the limiter and an increase of heat and current

to the limiter. At further increase of л г, the rate of impurity
influx from the limiter decreases and so does the flux of light



and heavy impurities from the wall. Taking into account the dif-

ference in effective areas of the wall and that of the limiter

region one may conclude,that the total impurity flux also drops.

Hydrogen flux from the wall decreases too. At the same radius,

average plasma density and radiated power decrease and so the

loop voltage, but slightly. Current between the limiter and the

wall changes polarity and becomes negative. If 1SL width is in-

creased more, the discharge parameters change slightly. At the

maximum л г approximately 5O-6OJ6 of the Ohmic power goes to

the limiter. With opposite toroidal field direction (B
o
_) pic-

ture is repeated but with some signals absolute values change.

In particular, limiter-wall current becomes more negative. So,

as in С2l»
 w e c a n

 distinguish an optimum limitsr radius, which

corresponds to Д r*(4.5-5.5)cm for these discharge parameters.

It should be noticed,that when the limiter radius is near its

optimum value, negative limiter-wall current is maximum and it

decreases with change of л г in any direction.

2. The purpose of further investigations was to study the

distribution of particle and energy fluxes to the limiter sur-

face at LSL width near optimum (&r=4»5cm). For this, the probe

limiter was removed in the shadow of the working limiter, fix-

ing LSL width, and heat fluxes and currents to both limiters

were measured. Measurement of volt-ampere caracteristics of

probe limiter allowed to estimate plasma parameters in LSL.

When processing experimental results a cylindrical symmetry

in the layer was assumed and that the movement of probe limiter

does not influence LSL structure but results in partial screen-

ing of working limiter only. Results of the experiment support

the latter assumption, that is because the current and heat

change to limiters were of different sign and dose in value.

In Pig.2a the radial distribution of energy passed to the

limiter within the discharge time (20 ma) with opposite В dire-

ctions is shown in logarithmic scale. The distribution* have

two distinct zones. At the edge of the limiter a more sharp de-

crease of energy (e-delay lengths3.5mn) is observed in a sone

1cm wide. In the zone away from the limiter edge the energy den-

sity decrease occurs slower with e-delay length of~7 mm.



In Pig.2b the radial dependence of the current density

passed to the limiter for two B
Q
 directions is shown. These

distributions also have two characteristic zones, the boundary

of which coincides well with the boundary of heat zones. Elec-

tron current passed at the edge of the limiter, closer to the

wall the current becomes positive. In case ol opposite В direc-

tions the magnitude of negative current changes* but,as a whole,

the character of distribution is retained. It should be noticed

that the position of negative and positive current zones coin-

cides well with the position. a£ negative and positive current
zones in Pig.1, that is this structure of the layer caracterize
not only a shade of the limiter, but all nearwall layer in general.

Volt-Ampere characteristic of probe limiter is shown in
Fig.3 (the limiter is at 3.5ca from the wall). Both the electron
and ion branches of characteristics are fairly distinctive. The
e 3ctron temperature in the layer is 25-50eV and increases to-
v/aids the edge of the limiter. The plasma density = 1.10 •'cm""-'
at the edge of the limiter, decreased in the negative current
layer with the constavt SVfam. The rate of a density decrease
in the positive current layer is a few times smaller.

Estimation of the diffusion coefficient for the electron
current range yjelded a value

In the range of ion current the diffusion coefficient turned
out to be a few times greater and approximately equals В,,-^

Comparing the ion saturation current to the limiter with

the limiter-wall short- circuit current one can make a conclu-

sion on ambipolar and non-ambipolar particle flux tothe limiter

and the wall. In our case, the ion saturation current is few

times greater than the short-circuit current at different posi-

tions of the probe limiter. Thus the non-ambipolar particle

flux to the surfases surrounding the plasma did not exceed 10-20?S.

The obtained distribution of particle fluxes over the sur-

face of the rail limiter placed in the bottom side of the torus



turns cut to be similar to the previously obtained current

distribution to the limiter placed outside the torus [з]. In

this reference the part of non-ambipolar flux made up 40% of

the total particle flux and it was shown, that the excess

electron current is transmitted to the electron drift side of

the limiter.

3. For the understanding of the mechanism of the limiter

surface erosion the effective temperature of molybdenum atoms

was measured on the basis of Doppler broadening of Hoi line

(А=3798.25Л). The temperature did not exceed 5-7eV, which in-

dicates, that the ion sputtering is the main erosion mechanism

of the limiter surface and the effect of the unipolar arcs is

small,unlike that in ref.[4i, where significantly higher avera-

ge energy of Mo atoms was found and it was concluded that the

effect of unipolar arcs is significant.

4. As it was shown in [5»б], it is possible to change the

wall sputtering and particle confinement in the plasma column,

changing a potential of the plasma periphery respective to the

wall. An attempt of the active control over the limiter sputte-

ring and particle confinement in plasma, applying the potential

of both signs between the operating limiter and the discharge

chamber wall, has also been made on Libtor tokamak. The experi-

mental results are shown in Pig.4. Oscillograms of the dischar-

ge parameters without any specially applied voltage at the limi-

ter (UT«0) and with the voltage from an external source (TJT«

±200V) are given in Pig.. As one can see, and in our case it

was possible to change the limiter sputtering, changing its po-

tential. A change in the intensity of Hoi line from the limiter

location zone, when positive or negative potentials are applied,

proves it. The intensities of carbon and hydrogen lines in the

neighbourhood of the limiter have also been changed in the same

way. Meanwhile, the spectral line intensities at a distance from

the limiter are changed weakly.

Л considerable increase in the mean plasma density occurs,



when a positive potential is given to the limiter. Ite drop

takes place, «hen a negative potential is applied. Such a beha-

viour of the mean plasma density speaks about a change in the

particle confinement time within the plasma column, as it is

impossible to explain it by a change in the particle influx to

the plasma column. A change in the СI line intensity under res-

pective potential variation also indicates to a change in the

particle confinement time.

A mean plasna electroconductivity is reduced, when the po-

tentials of both signs are given to the limiter. It is verified

by an increase in the loop voltage at a constant plasma current.

Deterioration in the electroconductivity under a positive poten-

tial at the limiter can be related with an Increase in the effec-

tive plasma charge due to a better impurity confinement in this

case. Electroconductivity deterioration under a negative poten-

tial probably spealce about a decrease in the electron plasma

temperature, i.e. about the respective decrease in the energy

confinement time within the plasma column. However, these remarks

need the more attentive verification.

A change in the limiter potential also results in a change

in the current passing from the limiter to the liner (I
L
)« The

«mount ot heat released on the limiter is also varied. She li-

miter is 1.5 times less heated at U^B+2007, and 1.5 times gre-

ater at U
L
«-2007, than at U

L
«0.

CONCLUSION:

The main results of the work are as follows:

1. The introduction of a limiter allows an essential shielding

of the chamber wall from the interaction with plasma and a re-

duction in the impurity influx into the plasma column. An opti-

mal radius of the limiter (or, in other words, an optimum width

of the scrape-off layer) can be singled out. It corresponds to

a region of the fastest change in the discharge parameters and

to a maximum negative current, paMlag b«tw««n the short-circu-

ited liaiter and the liner.

2. The limiter layer consists of two regions:

1 )a region near the limiter edge with the dominance of an elec-



tron current to the liner-short-circuited limiter with a faater
radial drop in the parameters and with the diffusion coefficient
Di1«(O.3-O.5)DB<flim
2) a region near the wall with the more positive current to the
limiter, with a slower radial drop in the parameters and with
the diffusion coefficient D, o-D- t,m.

12 Bohm
The very protrusion of the limiter beyond the dimensions

of the second region determines an optimal radius of the limiter
and allows effectively detach the plasma column from the wall.
3. She particle flux onto the surfaces surrounding plasma is
partly non-ambipolar. In our case the fraction of a non-ambipolar
flux is about 10-20% of the total particle flux.
4. She main mechanism of the limiter erosion in the stacionary
part of a discharge is the ion sputtering in our case.
5* It is possible to change a rate of the limiter sputtering
and the fluxes of particles and those of heat onto the limiter,
changing its potential respective to the discharge chamber wall.
6. The particle confinement time within the plasma column and,
probably, the energy confinement time in it is varied by a change
in the limiter potential.

Such an active control over the limiter sputtering, over
the heat and particle fluxes onto the limiter and over the plasma
confinement time can be found to be of importance for the pros-
pects of the limiter application as an alternative to the diver-
tor in the tokamak-reactor.

Authors express their gratitude to the technical personnel
of Idbtor tokamak for their assistance in the experiment*.
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Variation of discharge parameters with the limiter

layer width.
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?ig.2.a)Radial distribution of energy passed to the limiter

within the discharge time (20ms) with opposite В

directions*

b)Radial distribution of the current density paaaed to the

limiter for two В directions*
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